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AGRIFUTURES AUSTRALIA
PROGRAM OVERVIEW
In 2020, AgriFutures Australia partnered with startup.business to deliver Entrepreneurial
Learning in Action programs to five schools across regional Australia. The program was
tailored to have students learn an entrepreneurial mindset and use innovative ideas to
develop and then pitch a business idea that solves a problem in agriculture.
startup.business programs are run in curriculum by school staff and also involve input from
the local business community to provide context for learning and strengthen the school’s
links to business and industry. Business owners visit schools to inspire and educate students,
open their business for excursions, sit on the judging panel for the final pitch competition and
provide mentoring to students.
AgriFutures sought to partner with startup.business as an effective way to encourage
capacity building and for secondary school students to consider a career in agriculture and
to expose them to the different modern aspects of the industry.
Announcing the partnership, Managing Director of AgriFutures Australia John Harvey said:
“We are thrilled to launch the AgriFutures startup.business program with Jo and her team. A
key objective of AgriFutures Australia is to attract capable people into careers in agriculture,
and this program will be a wonderful tool to expose high school students to different ways
of approaching national rural issues, and importantly expand their horizons in terms of what
a career in agriculture could look like.”

Young people developing entrepreneurial skills, creating new value and dealing with complex
problems and resolving them in the ways these projects illustrate is the future of education
and skills. Congratulations to all involved in the development of this project/initiative. It is
cutting edge but moreso it is ground breaking!
– Dr Phil Lambert PSM, lead curriculum expert to the OECD’s Education
2030 project and Adjunct Professor at the University of Sydney
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A MESSAGE FROM CO-FOUNDER AND CEO

JO BURSTON

Since launching the Startup.business Entrepreneurial Learning in Action program, I have
seen more than 1000 secondary students awaken to the excitement, the agency and the
impact of entrepreneurship. These kids are given a framework, but within that have free
reign to investigate their local businesses and industries, identify problems or room for
improvement, and then think innovatively about how they can solve that problem by
creating a business.
Teachers have told me that the program has brought a new and exciting energy to the
classroom and that student engagement has never been higher than when their students
are learning in action: asking, trying, doing, reflecting and collaborating, with no wrong
answers and no fear of failure. They are taught that when something doesn’t work out, to
learn from it and try something different. They are being equipped with a growth mindset
- believing that their ability to succeed is not fixed and determined by IQ or nature, but
rather can be continually improved by effort and education.
This year more than ever has taught Australian business the importance of a growth and
innovation mindset. We’ve all had to reinvent the way we work and respond quickly to the
challenges faced by the impact of COVID. The students who completed this program with
thanks to your generous support are now prepared for the unknown and for jobs not yet
created, because as well as having a better connection to their local business owners, they
have developed the soft skills of creative problem solving, strategic thinking, collaboration
and resilience.
Thank you for your vision and your support,
Jo Burston
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A MESSAGE FROM EDUCATION AND PROGRAM DIRECTOR

LEIGH MORGAN

On behalf of the participants I would like to thank Agrifutures Australia for supporting this
program and making real connections between local schools and local businesses for the
benefit of all of these communities.
Things have changed so much in 2020, and if we have learnt anything we know that we
cannot continue to do things the way we always have. We know that things are going to
work differently from this point in history, and every student at the pitch competitions
demonstrated that they have the skills to succeed in the future. The world has never
needed innovation as much as it has this year. Teachers and students could have been
stuck in ‘hibernation mode’, but they quickly adapted and kept moving forward. At the
completion of this project I would like to celebrate the amazing students who have
completed projects, the teachers who have adapted with new ways of teaching through a
pandemic, and the entrepreneurial mentors who have suddenly mastered technology like
Zoom to connect local schools to local industry.
I would also like to acknowledge the Startup.business team that has worked tirelessly
behind the scenes to ensure that the schools and communities that we work with are
supported on this journey: Kris Christou – Program Manager, Simone Henderson-Smart
– Head of Marketing and Communications and Justine Salazar – Project Manager Events.
The ongoing support of Agrifutures Australia has been invaluable to the success of this
program. I would like to thank our sponsors for the foresight to support this cutting-edge
program. Throughout 2020 our mentors brought positive energy to these students and
guided them to see problems as business opportunities. The long-term impact of the
entrepreneurial mindset that our students have developed this year will set them up to take
on the challenges of the future. Our rural students now have a competitive advantage that
will help Australia to grow and compete on the global stage.
With gratitude,
Leigh Morgan
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KEY STATISTICS
NUMBER OF STUDENTS STUDYING
THE PROGRAM AT EACH SCHOOL
NARROMINE HIGH SCHOOL, NSW

16

KAROONDA AREA SCHOOL, SA

10

YORK DISTRICT HIGH
SCHOOL, WA

12

LAUNCESTON CHURCH
GRAMMAR SCHOOL, TAS

28

ST PHILLIPS COLLEGE, NT

15

81
STUDENTS
ACROSS
REGIONAL
AND RURAL
AUSTRALIA
PARTICIPATED IN
THE PROGRAM

22
mentor

sessions
with
students
FOCUS AREAS OF STUDY

LIFE ON LAND
INDUSTRY, INNOVATION &
INFRASTRUCTURE
LOOKING AT THE CAREERS
AVAILABLE IN AG
SENIOR STUDENTS ENGINEERING
ISSUE AND SOLUTION
(AGRICULTURE)
HORTICULTURE
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100%
STUDENTS
DESIGNED
AND PITCHED
AN ORIGINAL
BUSINESS IDEA

SUSTAINED IMPACT

Through its partnership with AgriFutures Australia, startup.business has been able to impact
the above goals for sustained impact on communities and industry. Specifically:
4 QUALITY EDUCATION: Teach young people the skills needed for future work. The program
developed students’ capacity for the top ten skills outlined by the World Economic Forum
as being the most important for future work: complex problem solving, critical thinking,
creativity, people management, coordinating with others, emotional intelligence, judgement
and decision making, service orientation, negotiation, and cognitive flexibility.
8 DECENT WORK AND ECONOMIC GROWTH: Empowering young people to impact the
world through entrepreneurship. Providing knowledge about career opportunities in industry,
entrepreneurship and education. Students were exposed to Agriculture as a career option,
with 36% saying they were more likey to consider working in Agriculture at the end of the
program.
9 INDUSTRY, INNOVATION AND INFRASTRUCTURE: Encouraging young people to be
innovators by educating and promoting ways of solving problems across industries through
entrepreneurial thinking. Students identified local problems on their own to solve and 33% of
the 74 business ideas generated by students impacted this Sustainable Development Goal.
10 REDUCED INEQUALITIES: The program provided access to entrepreneurial ways of
thinking and learning to seven schools and a total of 130 students in rural and regional areas.
11 SUSTAINABLE CITIES AND COMMUNITIES: The program created communities of practice
by connecting young people with 23 industry and educational experts to solve global and
local issues in Agriculture.
17 PARTNERSHIPS FOR THE GOALS: Working with government, industry and educational
experts to reform state and national curricula with a focus on skills and dispositions. The
national pitch competition final, held during the Brilliant Business Kids Festival and attended
by students, teachers and parents from the program was endorsed, supported and attended
by government and academia, as well as industry and innovation leaders from CSIRO, Optus,
Westpac, JobGetter, Global Citizen, AgCrowd, Outback Wings, Ag Bootcamps and Jobs
for NSW. Also presenting was Dr Phil Lambert PSM, lead curriculum expert to the OECD’s
Education 2030 project, Adjunct Professor The University of Sydney, Fellow of the Australian
College of Educators & the Australian Council for Educational Leaders. NSW President of the
Australian College of Educators (ACE), Chair of the National Council and a member of the
ACE Board.
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TEACHER PROFESSIONAL LEARNING
TWO-DAY WORKSHOP
Held at the Sydney Startup Hub, the two-day workshop was designed to help
teachers understand the relevance and importance of entrepreneurial skills to help
inform their teaching and learning, how best to connect to industry, and how to
implement and deliver the program for a sustained impact.

Day 1
Session 1 - Luciano Mesiti has over 30 years experience as an agriculture
educator in various university and high school settings. His work in NSW
with agriculture high school teachers as past president of the NSW
Agriculture Teachers Association and within his high school roles
highlights the high level of passion and knowledge he has about the
agricultural education curriculum in Australia. His insightful knowledge on
the need to grow Ag education in Australia and the importance of an
industry focus will help teachers understand the power and influence of
reaching out beyond their normal networks to help prepare young people
for future careers in the profession.
Session 2 - Jody Haydon Head Teacher of Kinross Wolaroi School and
Project Officer for The Regional Engagement Enterprise (TREE)
program was part of the Entrepreneurial Learning in Action program in
2019. Her insight into the challenges and opportunities of the program
proved extremely valuable for teachers who are embarking on the journey
for the first time. The focus was on the value add of skill development for
students and connections to industry. Jody highlighted the importance of
just diving into the program and the resulting change in mindset it
provided for her and the school.
Session 3 - John Wesgarth, Agile Coach at Food Agility built his career
working in the innovation, education and government spaces. His
presentation highlights the value of starting small and having a big impact
using regionally specific examples of combating issues of technology in
agriculture and provided many examples of projects being run throughout
regional NSW. Teachers connecting with these examples as the most
visible in their local communities.
Session 4 & 5 - Brian Dorricott is a qualified Electronic Engineer who is a serial entrepreneur working to mentor
individuals from idea validation, through to company formation for hyper growth. His experience with the CSIRO
ON Prime Program unlocks his experience working with academia to benefits from ideas. His first workshop on
Pitching took teachers on a journey of what it’s like to pitch to investors and clearly articulate your idea, solution
and ask. His Problem Solving Masterclass led teachers to interview members of the public using scientific inquiry
to validate and qualify ideas leading to supporting teachers to have the framework they need to go through the
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sprint workshop at the end of day 2.

TEACHER PROFESSIONAL LEARNING
TWO-DAY WORKSHOP

"The workshops were a terrific opportunity to learn more about the program and how to best implement
this within my context. Being able to learn in a small cohort with people in the same position really
allowed for immersion - I came away open to the possibilities this program can bring within my school."
– Chantal and Liz, York District High School, WA

Teachers heard from national industry experts in innovation to unpack the importance of industry, government
and academia working together to solve problems with a particular focus on regional areas. Day 1 closed with
teachers understanding the value of identifying relevant problems and having the practical nous of confidently
pitching their ideas.
Day 2 - Delivered by Liz Jackson - Former Education & Program Director, Startup Business International
Session 1 - During this session teachers were taken through the program expectations from initial onboarding to
the National festival. This session provided teachers the opportunity to be guided through the online platform to
understand the scope of resources and materials available for use in their respective classrooms.
Session 2 - During this session teachers were given the opportunity to plan what the program would look like
and develop a draft scope and sequence for implementation including launch, mentor visits, industry focus and
pitch competition. Peer-to-peer learning took place and teachers were able to leverage the knowledge and
expertise of support teachers from career and executive backgrounds. By the end of the session teachers
developed an MVP of the program specific to their needs.
Session 3 - During this session teachers were taken through a sprint from identifying a local problem to pitching
their ideas to a panel of industry judges. This experience was relevant for teachers to empathise with the journey
their students will embark on to deliver their own version of a pitch.
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BRILLIANT BUSINESS
KIDS FESTIVAL

In its third consecutive year the Brilliant Business Kids Festival gathered young innovators and
entrepreneurs from around Australia on November 27. Due to Covid19 travel restrictions, the
festival was held online.
Founder of the festival, serial entrepreneur Jo Burston, founded startup.business alongside
academic the late Dr Richard Seymour to deliver entrepreneurial learning in action programs to
school students. Disrupting education seemed like the obvious way to deal with a world of
work that is full of disruption. Students attending the festival had taken part in the startup.
business program in 2020.
The day began with an acknowledgement of country. The Honourable Dan Tehan MP, Minister
for Education and member for the district of Wannon sent his best wishes to all of the students
for a successful event. Jo Burston contributed her opening and welcoming remarks. The
tenacity of the students was recognised by everyone involved in the program in 2020. Students
have been thrown so many obstacles in 2020 and yet, in November, these student groups
succeeded in showing innovation to find ways of overcoming all of these obstacles to
participate in the Brilliant Business Kids festival.
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BRILLIANT BUSINESS
KIDS FESTIVAL
“The girls were so excited ...
Thank you for organising
today’s event and the pitch
competition. It was a
wonderful opportunity for
our students and one they
won’t forget.”
– Helen Murray, Teacher, St
Joseph’s College, Lochinvar,
NSW

Throughout the day, students participated sessions led by subject matter experts.
Masterclass: “Strategising for Start-ups”
Speaker - Steven Maguire - Professor of Strategy, Innovation and Entrepreneurship & Fellow
of Multidisciplinary Innovation - The University of Sydney Business School. The University of
Sydney generously continued their support of the festival in 2020.
Masterclass: “7 Steps To Business Success”
Speaker - Lali Wiratunga - National Manager - Westpac’s Davidson Institute
Masterclass: “Taking the next steps”
Speaker - Brian Dorricott CSIRO Lead Facilitator ON Accelerator Lean Innovation and Startup
Programs - Data Science and Innovation Specialist – Meteorical
The festival concluded with a National Pitch Competition. Students who had won their school
or state final were invited to compete for the national title and pitched their brilliant business
ideas to a panel of judges.
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BRILLIANT BUSINESS
KIDS FESTIVAL

It was a wonderful opportunity to
showcase the learnings, outcomes
and successes of the startup.
Business program with
government, academia and
industry. Finalists who pitched
were:
■ St Phillip’s College
■ York District High School
(Recorded)
■ Karoonda Area School
(Recorded)
■ Denison College Kelso High
Campus
■ St Joseph’s Lochinvar
■ Great Lakes College Foster
■ Gorokan High School
Winners:
1st Michaela Doungmanee Diet at
Your Door Denison College Kelso
High Campus
2nd (tied) Emily Pockett, Emily Mudford, Angelina Sater, and Dakoda
Miggines Hunter Valley Shiftlifts St Joseph’s College Lochinvar
2nd (tied) Tom Williams and Samantha Gywnne H2O Electro Great
Lakes College (Forster Campus)
In recognition of the festival’s educational experience we awarded
students with a Brilliant Business Kids 2020 badge. This badge is a
micro-credential that can be shared on Linkedin or Facebook and
other social media where their achievement can be celebrated by
friends, family and the community.
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CASE STUDIES
MEET THE STUDENTS,
TEACHERS AND BUSINESSES
WHO PARTICIPATED IN THE
PROGRAM 2020
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KAROONDA AREA SCHOOL, SA
“This has been a great program for students to be involved in, to
expand the way they learn and develop skills in an agricultural
context that they will be able to transfer into many different
areas of their life.” - Carolyn Johnson
School Background
Karoonda Area School is located in the Murray Mallee, regionally in South Australia. With 130
students from Kindergarten to Year 12, this tight knit community is known for being very
successful in many different sectors, including Robotic Competitions, Lego League and
achieving finalist placements in the Royal Adelaide Show in a range of competitions.
The school has access to their own agricultural block with a fruit orchard and a vegetable
garden area where they prepare sheep, goats and cattle for shows. Each year students pick
apricots, plums and zucchinis to produce preserves to sell in their local community.
Karoonda Area School’s Agriculture Teacher, Carolyn Johnson has always said that her
school values having “positive connections to the community to foster ‘real-life’ learning and
experiences to help equip students for future work or further study” and her goal to show
her students that “agriculture isn’t just about being a farmer, there are ways to explore
different kinds of agriculture with new technology and skills.”
Carolyn’s future goals in conjunction with her school are to develop this program further and
for students to continue exploring entrepreneurship to give them more opportunities to think
outside of the stereotypical agriculture box.
Program Summary
Carolyn Johnson led the program, with assistance from Amy Kiltscher, delivering to 12
Agriculture and Home Economics students. They wanted to develop student engagement by
looking at new strategies of teaching such “as critical and creative thinking to enable our
student’s success in their learning.”
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Throughout this program Carolyn found that “students further developed their critical and
creative thinking skills through identifying problems and brainstorming possible solutions.
They also became more confident at designing a start-up business idea as well as reviewing
and evaluating their ideas. They found presenting their startup pitch forced them to be
extended out of their comfort zones. This was an outstanding result as they have now
developed their communication and confidence in presenting a real business idea.”
9 business ideas were created amongst Year 8 and 9 students. SDG focus areas included:
■ Good Health and Wellbeing
■ Decent work and economic growth
■ Life on Land
■ Responsible Consumption and production
Student Summary
During the beginning of this program students were surveyed on their future prospects,
confidence in their abilities and certainty of future career. Here are some figures showing the
impact of this program:
Start of Program

End of Program

50% of students considered themselves
problem solvers.

90% of students considered themselves
problem solvers.

25% of students believe that
entrepreneurship was a viable goal for them
in the future.

80% of students believe that their goal is to
become an entrepreneur in some aspect.

62.5% interested in working in Agriculture.

80% interested in working in Agriculture.

Certainty of future career pathways went up from 32% to 56%.
Students fear of failure decreased from 68% of students to 33%.
Industry Partners, Sponsors and Mentors
Oliver Bora - Founder, Oliver’s Hens
John Westgarth - Agile Food Coach, Food Agility.
Denna Lush - Co-Founder, Ag Communicators.
Tanja Morgan - Program Manager, Mallee Sustainable Farming.
Peter Loller - Farmer, Loller Partners.
“It was very rewarding to see the students be extended out of their comfort zone and work
through these challenges and then step up and overcome them. It was also great to see them
develop their skills at navigating zoom as a new platform to connect with different industry
and community members.” - Carolyn Johnson
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ST PHILIP’S COLLEGE, NT
“Thank you for your help in pulling together the opportunity for
the students to participate in the Brilliant Business Kids Festival.
My team is grateful for the opportunity to have participated,” James Tudor, Head of Students (Boys)
School Background
St Philip’s College in Alice Springs is a high school of about 600 students offering
Horticulture and Agriculture classes from Year 8 to Year 12. The school is equipped with small
gardens, chickens and a well established apiary, two aquaponics systems and also grow
insects for sustainable feed.
James Tudor, Head of Students (Boys), was the project lead for St Philip’s College and initially
sparked his interest after he sought to “develop students entrepreneurial thinking and
potentially give them opportunities to connect more broadly with relevant industries.”
James envisages, “all students having access to horticulture and agriculture classes, further
developing their sustainable produce and reducing our schools food waste to zero.” The role
of Startup Business International in assisting St Philips, from James’ perspective, is giving
students an opportunity to develop their own ideas and businesses around local and
sustainable goals.
Program Summary
The Entrepreneurial Learning in Action Program was delivered to Year 10 Agriculture
students. They were able to develop three distinct ideas to solve problems which were
meaningful to their local community, in this case, grape farming.
James Tudor notes that the best part of working with his students during this program was
seeing the collaborative nature and creativity of his students being harnessed for an
extremely meaningful solution.
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1 business idea was created amongst the Year 10 students. The SGD focus areas included:
■ Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure.
■ Responsible Consumption and Production
■ Life on Land.
Winning Pitch:
Business Name: “Future Fruit”
Description: A business which attempts to protect food crops from harsh weather conditions
and enriching soil crops. This is achieved through solar powered crop covering to prevent
crop destruction via dust storms and local animals and using local food waste to reinvigorate
crop growth.
Winning Student: Charlotte and Jed
Student Summary
During the beginning of this program students were surveyed on their future prospects,
confidence in their abilities and certainty of future career. Here are some figures showing the
impact of this program:
Start of Program

End of Program

80% of students noted they are unlikely to
work in the Agriculture industry as they are
unsure what jobs are available.

0% of students noted they are unlikely to
work in the Agriculture industry as they are
unsure what jobs are available.

50% of students consider themselves logical
thinkers.

77% of students consider themselves logical
thinkers.

“This is an opportunity that my students and myself will never forget, we are so proud to
have been a part of something so meaningful, authentic and rewarding.” James Tudor, Head
of Students (Boys), St Philip’s College in Alice Springs, NT.
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IMPACTS
This program has a focus on connecting students with mentors. Research shows that young
people are more likely to succeed when they have strong mentors. This Agrifutures program
connects expert mentors with young men and women in rural areas to inspire rural youth to
follow innovative and entrepreneurial careers.
Research presented in the Women in STEM Decadal Plan (Australian Academy of Science
2019) shows evidence of the importance of mentors by stating, “Men’s mentors are typically
better placed to advocate for their mentees so men receive more promotions and salary
increases early in their career.”
The report goes on to show, “The mapping phase of this project found that fewer than 5%
of the initiatives to support women’s participation in STEM in Australia include mentoring.”
However, as we can see from the Karoonda Area School feedback, mentor connections are
one of the major strengths of the Agrifutures Learning in Action Program. Karoonda Area
School alone connected their students with five agricultural mentors, both men and women.
The long term positive impacts of connection with mentors can often become clear many
years later. Madeleine Gottlieb was one of the top HSC graduates in 2010 who now, 10 years
later, writes and directs films. She says her advice for career success is to connect with
mentors, “It’s not a solo pursuit – it’s meeting the people you connect with on that creative
level, holding onto them at all costs,” (December 2020, Sydney Morning Herald). Therefor,
positive long term impacts of mentors are shown in research and in anecdotal evidence.
In 2021 the program will continue to arrange mentor sessions with participants. As in the
examples from Karoonda Area School, the program has focussed on connecting students
with mentors who are business and agriculture leaders in their local area. This ensured that
mentors were able to give advice about local solutions to local problems while also creating
relationships that would continue in the community in the future.
Looking forward to 2021
In Term 1 2021 our professional development days are going ahead as “blended” events
now that Covid restrictions are easing. On 11 and 12 February teachers can come to Sydney
Startup Hub to participate face-to-face or via Zoom. The advantages of this system are that
teachers can participate from all over Australia without taking extra travel time to fly across
the country. For those teachers who love the atmosphere of face-to-face networking we will
deliver an exciting program while following best practice guidelines for social distancing at
the Hub.
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ACTION
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT TRAINING:
We will be designing and delivering 2-day Professional Development Immersion Experiences
for teachers engaging in the program for 2019. The workshops will align with the Australian
Teaching Standards with a focus on program implementation and sustainability.

ACCESS TO RESOURCES/INDUSTRY PARTNERSHIPS:
Since inception, startup.business has engaged with multiple Agricultural industry
stakeholders including National peak bodies such as Regional Development Australia, and
RDC’s such as Australian Eggs and Meat and Livestock Australia. Startup.business aims to
leverage off the status and connections to local industries through these peak bodies and
double the access to locally-based industries in the regions surrounding the schools running
the programs.
Startup.business will survey schools on technology accessibility upon application to
appropriately manage the distribution of electronic resources.

COMMUNICATION:
Startup.business has since built out a framework outlining the benchmarks of the program
from beginning to end to ensure ample time for teachers and schools to appropriately plan
for a sustainable impact.

WHAT’S NEXT?
In 2019 we will expand our reach through continuing our partnership with AgriFutures
Australia and onboarding more strategic partners, including RDCs, to financially support 7
more schools with the goal of 21 schools to be running the program in curriculum by 2020.
In addition, startup.business will seek government grants to match this funding and reach
an additional 21 schools in rural and regional Australia and create an even bigger impact on
students, local communities and careers in agriculture.
startup.business will submit this report to the Australian Curriculum Review and will seek
government endorsement to ensure every school is teaching students an entrepreneurial
mindset and the skills and dispositions needed to successfully prepare for future work.
We will also design a 2-day Professional Development Immersion Experience for Agricultural
teachers aligning with the Australian Professional Standards for Teachers specifically
addressing the issues of state-based and national curriculum integration that includes
first-hand experience inside innovative Ag businesses to enhance professional knowledge,
practice and engagement skills.
The aim of this experience is to also include career advisors and leadership to ensure
teachers are supported from a whole school perspective. Teachers will also gain access to
relevant resources, guest speakers and an Australia wide network of like minded teachers
and schools who are also engaging in the programs. This will create an ongoing ecosystem
and culture of engagement amongst Agricultural teachers nationally.
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